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 The Hebrew equivalent to baptistry is the word 
miqveh (or more commonly seen as mikveh). By definition, 
mikveh means, “a ritual bath designed for the Jewish rite 
of purification.”  It was used by both men and women 1

for purification.  

In this article we will investigate some archaeological 
evidence that seems to suggest that baptism wasn’t 
something out of the ordinary for Peter to say to his 
fellow Jews after they had crucified Jesus (cf. Acts 2:38), 
but was rather well-known and often practiced by the 
Jews. 

What Was Found 

 “Stepped water installations”  is the description 2

Adler gives to what has been unearthed near tombs (cf. 
Lev. 19:14-19). It seems these were used in order to purify 
a person after touching a dead body. The mikveh were 
formed, planned, and designed with the understanding 
that they would be used over and over and by multiple 
people (if not all at once, in succession of each other). 

Take for example that some mikveh have been found 
with divided 
staircases which 
separated the 
pure from the 
impure. What’s 
also interesting 
is that these 
weren’t all 
found around 
tombs. Two 
particular 

mikveh were found within the city of Jerusalem of grand 
scale on different ends (Eastern and Southern) of the 
city with perhaps more to be uncovered. 

 Perhaps these findings aren’t too impressive or 
convincing. But what if these “stepped water 
installations” were found away from tombs, outside of 
Jerusalem, and in great numbers? 

How Many Were Found and Where 

 “Lawrence claims that the primary indicator of 
miqva’ot is steps and 158 ritual baths have been dated to 
the Hasmonean period, most in Judea.”  3

Other locations include Khirbet Shema and Meroth 
(Galilee region), Mount Scopus, places in the northern 
periphery of Ancient Jerusalem, Bethany, and in the 
southern Judean foothills (Khirbet en-Nusrany)2. Space 
doesn’t allow for all findings to be named here. 

Attention to Full Immersion 

 Based upon strictness to adherence to OT law 
(cf. Mt. 23) it would seem that purification was not only a 
serious matter, but one that implies full immersion.  

If it did not require full immersion then we are left with 
questions like, “Why not just use water from a pitcher 
instead of having steps going into water?” “How can we 
explain the great number of ‘stepped water installations’ 
and reconcile the OT’s requirement to bathe the whole 
body?” (see previous article: OT Baptism(?)). 

 At this point in our study it seems evident that 
the NT Jews would have been very familiar with baptism 
and that it was a means of obedience to God for 
purification. Notice too, mikveh were present in order to 
walk down into for purification. It seems this obedience 
to purification by full immersion was so important that 
it was most convenient to build one rather than sprinkle 
water upon in the absence of a mikveh. What do you 
think? — dg.
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ARCHAEOLOGY & BAPTISM 
“See, here is water! What prevents me from being baptized?” — Acts 8:36. 
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